ECON1001: Introduction to Microeconomics
Graded Worksheet 1 (15%)
Due date: February 19th 2021 at 11:55 pm EC

Instructions: Answer ALL Questions. Include referencing where additional sources
have been used. APA format is recommended
Question 1
a. Explain why scarcity leads to tradeoffs. [3 marks]
b. What is the difference between positive and normative analysis? Which of the
following statements would entail positive analysis, and which normative
analysis?
i.
Internet auction companies will erode the profits of local automobile
dealerships.
ii.
The government should impose special taxes on sales of merchandise
made over the Internet. [4 marks]
c. Why is the circular flow model important? [3 marks]
Question 2
Show in a diagram the effect on the demand curve, the supply curve, the equilibrium
price, and the equilibrium quantity of each of the following scenarios.
a. The market for face masks in your country
i.
Scenario 1: The emergence of the COVID-19 pandemic. [3 marks]
ii.
Scenario 2: An increase in the number of manufacturers of reusable
masks. [3 marks]
b. The market for the iPhones
i.
Scenario 1: A new Samsung cellphone is released at a lower cost than
the iPhone. [3 marks]
ii.
Scenario 2: There is an increase in the price of iPhone accessories. [3
marks]
c. The market for blueberry muffins
i.
Scenario 1: More people become health conscious and realize the high
sugar content of muffins. [3 marks]
ii.
Scenario 2: The price of blueberries has increased [3 marks]

Question 3
a. Suppose we observe that the price of crude oil increases, while the quantity of
crude oil sold increase as well. Use supply and demand curves to illustrate two
possible explanations for this pattern of price and quantity changes. [3 marks]
b. For the following pairs of goods, would you expect the cross-price elasticity of
demand to be positive, negative, or zero? Briefly explain your answers.
i.
Panadol and Cetamol [2 marks]
ii.
CDs and Cassette tapes [2 marks]
iii.
Coffee and Creamer [2 marks]
iv.
Cereal and Petrol [2 marks]
c. Using the table below answer the following questions:
Price of Cheese
Bread

Price of Pizza

$5
$4

$4
$2

Quantity
Demanded
of pizza
60
80

Quantity
Demanded of
Cheese Bread
100
70

a. Calculate the price elasticity of demand for pizza. Is the demand for
pizza elastic, inelastic or unit elastic? Briefly explain. [5 marks]
b. Calculate the cross price elasticity for cheese bread. Are these goods
substitute or complement? Briefly explain.
[5 marks]
Question 4
a. The demand for petroleum is given by QD=85 − 0.4𝑃 where Q Dis the quantity
demanded in thousands of barrels per day and P is the price per barrel in
dollars. The supply of petroleum is given by QS=55+0.6𝑃. Calculate the
equilibrium price and quantity in this market. [4 marks]
b. In the context of the problem in part (a), calculate the demand and supply for
petroleum if the market price is $15 per barrel. What problem exists in the
economy. [4 marks]
c. As more people buy televisions, the demand for Cable services increases and
the price of Cable services decreases. The fall in the price of Cable service
decreases the supply of Cable service.” Explain what is wrong with this
statement. [3 marks]
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